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HEALTH CARE
‘We’re as good as anybody right now’ on COVID-19 readiness

Hospital has 16 ICU rooms, expects to have 10 ventilators within the next week, and is stocked with anti-malaria drug that can be used
for some coronavirus patients, St. Anthony medical chief says
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Kyle Ulveling

Having one of Iowa’s earliest cases of coronavirus here catalyzed the Carroll County medical profession’s

response the point that St. Anthony Regional Hospital’s chief medical of�cer reports favorable preparedness

today, the result of what Dr. Kyle Ulveling says was an all-hands-on-deck head start.



By the numbers, that means St. Anthony Regional Hospital has 16 intensive care unit rooms (and soon 10

ventilators) on the ready should the region the hospital serves — Carroll and surrounding counties — �nd

itself battling a surge in COVID-19 cases.

“We’re as good as anybody right now,” Ulveling, a Breda-born Carroll cardiologist, said in a phone interview.

“I can tell you the biggest, most-current issue pressing us has been regular face masks, surgical masks, ear-

loop masks. We are using them appropriately. It’s a tough balance. I would love to protect everybody

maximally, but we just don’t have inventory and equipment — nor does any hospital in the United States.”

At the end of last week St. Anthony began masking all personnel providing direct patient care in the nursing

home, and in so doing, provided stronger regulation masks and personal protective gear to aides who come

in close contact with residents, while using contributed and other masks for meal servers and staff at less

risk.

As for treatment of potential COVID-19 cases, St. Anthony has six permanent ICU rooms but also has

retro�tted the adjacent orthopedic area as a backup ICU, meaning there are a total of 16 usable ICU rooms

and beds.

The hospital has four full-service ICU-level ventilators and the ability to use three anesthesia machines from

the operating room as backup ventilators. What’s more, Ulveling said, St. Anthony is working on a contract

for portable ventilators that patients typically use at home to battle such medical issues as ALS, Lou Gehrig’s

Disease, for example.

“My hope is by week’s end we should have nine to 10 ventilator capabilities at St. Anthony,” Ulveling said.

Ulveling, the chief medical of�cer since early February and a physician who spent nearly two decades in

Omaha, Nebraska, before returning to his Carroll County roots at the Iowa Heart Center, said St. Anthony

could be creative with providing emergency oxygen as a patient who needs “mild support” from a ventilator



could go on the non-ICU models.

Amid the coronavirus outbreak, what keeps Ulveling up at night with concerns?

“Loss of life,” he said. “What this novel coronavirus has shown is a lethality.”

He referenced a graphic in last Friday’s Carroll Times Herald showing the deadliness of COVID-19 compared to

other pandemics and epidemics. What caught Ulveling’s eye: the H1N1 “swine �u” of 2009-2010 hit 6.7

million cases globally with 3,433 deaths in the United States. By comparison, the Friday chart showed 3,170

U.S. deaths out of a total of 803,000 COVID-19 cases worldwide, numbers that had been up to date as of

March 27. Those numbers continue to rise.

Some good news in Carroll, Ulveling said, is the uni�ed response on social distancing, with people largely

staying at home, running routine errands quickly and standing clear of other people in grocery stores and

even while walking on trails or Grant Road, which Ulveling drives each day on his way to St. Anthony.

“The vast majority of Carroll’s public and the community is doing the right thing as far as physically

distancing, as far as not being out in groups,” Ulveling said.

Ulveling urged residents to pay attention to public health and medical sources and trusted legacy media,

rather than scouting scout for answers and advice on social media.

Ulveling said he pays little attention to what is being said on social media.

“In social media, there isn’t an editing and vetting process like there is at your publication or at credible news

organizations,” Ulveling said. “You guys double- or triple-check information before you put it out, where in

social media, that is not the way.”



Carroll County faced down an early case of coronavirus, a resident aged 61-80 whom public health of�cials

report quarantined at home and followed the proper protocols to a full recovery.

“This was a bit of a blessing for our local medical community because we received a positive right away,”

Ulveling said. “We immediately started ramping up our COVID-19 plan from the �rst couple of days of Iowa

getting a case, because we had to. We were prepared for health-care exposure, for town exposure, from that

�rst week. It is a testament to that initial patient, because they did the right thing. We got ahead of the curve

big time as a health-care community because we didn’t know if we were going to go from one case to �ve in

a weekend. In addition to all of the medical providers, a good deal of credit needs to also go to Carroll County

Public Health, nurses Sara Schulte and Nicole Schwering as well at St. Anthony’s Emergency Operations

Team, including nurses Sara Roth and Bailee Schleisman.”

Bigger picture, Ulveling joins with other physicians in making the case for a formal shelter-in-place order in

Iowa, a move Gov. Kim Reynolds has resisted in favor of a staged approach in which schools and certain

businesses are shuttered, but commercial activity remains more active than in many other states.

“It’s a tough question, because there are governors who have done a shelter-in-place order who have much

looser restrictions than we have in Iowa,” Ulveling said.

He strongly criticized the manner in which Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis has handled movement-of-people

management. DeSantis exempted churches from regulations on large gatherings and kept beaches open

during spring break.

“I don’t get a shelter-in-place that has an exemption for weekly gatherings of over 500 to 1,000 people,”

Ulveling said, referencing the Florida decision. “That does not make sense to me. Waiting to do a shelter-in-

place order until tens of thousands of people have been on public beaches, I don’t know if you are quite

listening to the right sources.”



Ulveling noted that the Iowa Medical Society, of which he is a member, Iowa Board of Medicine, of which he

serves as board chairman, and Iowa Hospital Association have made the case to Reynolds for a formal

shelter-in-place order in Iowa.

“Honestly, her step-by-step method has done as much or more than many states that have formal shelter-

in-place orders,” Ulveling said. “We advocated for that more formal order just to make sure there is zero

doubt in the public community that this is serious, that this isn’t just ‘Because you feel good, continue going

to the shop, continue going to poker games and things like that.’ Unfortunately, there still is a very small

minority in Iowa that isn’t taking this seriously.”

Ulveling said he is concerned with the threat matrix Reynolds’s team is relying on to make decisions about

restrictions on movement because it allows for what Ulveling believes is too much community spread, an

opinion also advanced by State Auditor Rob Sand. Sand posted a video online Tuesday expressing his

concerns with the regional matrix based on certain data points.

“Relying on bad data or wrong data can be dangerous,” Sand said in the video. “This tool is being used to

guide life- and-death decisions. Life-and-death decisions deserve answers, good ones. Instead, you, the

public, have no answers to these questions.”

Ulveling said doctors at St. Anthony are prepared to administrator hydroxychloroquine, an anti-malaria drug

touted by President Donald Trump for treatment of COVID-19.

“Absolutely,” Ulveling said.

But Trump is wrong with his statement that patients who receive hydroxychloroquine are in a “what-do-

you-have-to-lose” situation, Ulveling said.

“This isn’t one of those (medications that), when using (it), you might get stomach aches,” he said. “This one

could give you cardiac arrest.”
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St. Anthony has approved protocols for hydroxychloroquine treatment based on the Minnesota Department

of Public Health, MercyOne and University of Nebraska Medical Center’s treatment guidelines.

St. Anthony currently has a stock of hydroxychloroquine to treat several patients for the full regimen and has

more on order.

COVID-19 leads to �u-like symptoms. What causes death for many coronavirus patients is that they get a

high immune-system response that severely damages their lungs, causing Acute Respiratory Distress

Syndrome, a condition the drug can mitigate.

“If people get infected by the virus, if it’s possible to blunt some of that huge immune response that can

damage the lungs and some of the organs, that’s where the hydroxychloroquine comes in,” Ulveling said.

He stressed that people should not use hydroxychloroquine in a preventative manner, like they are taking

vitamins.

“Based on current supply and current risk, these currently should only be used in-patient,” Ulveling said.
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